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Abstract: Developing reliable solutions against attacks in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) requires dissecting the attacks to understand
activities and strategies exploited by the attackers. Authors who proposed this comprehension consider active attacks and attacks
occurring on specific layers but lacks to investigate relevant aspects such as the physical and logical components involved in the attack,
routing protocols exploited and the position of attacker. We propose in this paper, a more complete Unified Modelling Language
(UML) characterization of attacks which represent static and dynamic aspects of the attacker activities. Sixteen popular attacks have
been studied and classified based on similarities and differences. For each attack, it is able to identify data that are exchanged, layers
which are traversed, sequence of activities involved and components which are exploited within each attack. As a road-map to design
countermeasures, resemblances and divergences are identified and discussed. A theoretical comparison with similar works has been
made to show its complementarity.
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1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is an infrastructure

which enables the federation of wireless sensors and actua-
tors to monitor and record physical or environmental events
transferable to the final user. This technology is exploited
in diverse applications such as agriculture, smart cities,
automotive, connected industry, environmental monitoring,
healthcare and breeding. Due to the affordability of sensors
[1] and its role in sustainable economic growth, its demand
increases. According to [2], its market value is forecasted
at USD 203.94 billion by 2028 with an expected annual
growth rate of 16.79% from 2021 to 2028.

As shown in Figure 1, WSN includes a group of spatially
distributed tiny sensors and routing nodes which collect,
process data and wirelessly route them to one or many base
stations [3]. The base station is the final destination where
the routing ends. It is directly (via cable) or wirelessly (via
Internet, satellite or any other wireless links) connected

to the user. Such networks have some properties based
on node characteristics: (i) Nodes can be homogenous or
heterogenous, (ii) sensors can remain immobile from their
deployment or not, (iii) according to the structure of the
network, sensors may play the same role or be dedicated
to another function (iv) and sensors may send information
directly to the base station or to relays.

WSN can be deployed following different architectures
such as two-tier, three-tier, multi-tier and layered [4]. Re-
lying on Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, the
layered architecture is the popular one and thus it is the
focus in this research. Its architecture in five layers is
illustrated in Figure 2. The top layer i.e. physical layer,
is used to transfer data bits on the communication channel.
The second layer, namely data link layer, is exploited to
guarantee reliable connectivity among nodes. The third
layer, namely network layer, is used to route information
to the destination. The fourth layer, namely, transport layer
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Figure 1. WSN Architecture

Figure 2. Layers in WSN [4]

is responsible to control congestion and ensure reliable
delivery of messages to the base station [5]. The fifth
layer, namely application layer, is responsible to let the user
designing applications to exploit the WSN. The layers are
supported by three packages such as power management,
mobility management and task management respectively in
charge of managing the power consumption of nodes, their
mobility and locations and allocation of tasks [6], [7].

As much as WSN technology is finely structured to
assist humans, it is subject to power-consumption and high-
computing constraints [8]. Its integration in the IoT is
advantageous because individuals can be connected inde-
pendently from time, place, and service provided [9].

However, these capabilities interest attackers who de-
velop active and passive attacks to eavesdrop, and compro-
mise sensors and their communications. During an active
attack, the functions and operations within the network are

altered whereas in passive attacks, the adversary is sniffing
and capturing without leaving any traces. Security in WSNs
is more critical if they are operated for sensitive tasks
directly exposing people’s lives. For example, within the
military and health frameworks, a simple compromise will
result in loss of life resulting from false recommendations.
The attacker proceeds differently in both active and passive
attacks. Its mode of operation exploits specific elements and
components in the different layers. Sometimes it re-uses
some features of similar attacks depending on the objective
to be achieved. Due to that, dynamic attacks quickly arise.

From literature, there are quite huge amount of counter-
measures including cryptography mechanisms to hide data
in communications [10], [11], intrusion detection techniques
enhanced nowadays with artificial intelligence [12], [13].
Although they are interestingly dedicated to mitigate WSN
infiltrations, they may be ineffective and inappropriate in
different situations. They are ineffective because they are
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not exhaustive in terms of considering fine-grained aspects
exploited within the attack. For example, components target
in different layers provide orientations to reinforce patching.
They are inappropriate because cyber professionals try to
apply techniques which fit in one category in another
category. For example, detection in active attacks involves
real play of communications which is not the case in passive
attacks. In light of these reasons, depth dissection of attacks
should be provided to support more technical ones.

Few works are proposed in the literature in this direc-
tion. Characterization of attacks are described and formal-
ized with UML representation in [14]–[17]. Nevertheless,
none of them provide simultaneously rudiments to reinforce
effectiveness and appropriateness in technical solutions.
Indeed, they do not combine in the same the dimensions
of layer, type of attacks and type of infiltration.

This paper contributes with a dissection of attacker
strategies in terms of (1) targeted layers with physical
and logical features which are consciously manipulated by
attackers, (2) aspects related to both internal and external
perpetrations, and (3) typologies of attack semantics. The
foremost added value is the fusion of such parameters
during the investigation of 16 active and passive attacks.

During the research, attacks are classified by layers. For
the sake of clearness, each one is described and designed us-
ing Unified Modelling Language (UML) sequence diagrams
in which fine aspects are illustrated. Then, the components
are discussed to demonstrate its exploitation in the attack.
Attacks that are common to the others are also outlined. A
map view of similarities is provided so that anyone can use
as a support in this domain.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Similar works with a focus on characterisation proposals
are discussed in section 2. In section 3, the gap to fill is
given with justifications. In section 4, dissection of attacks is
provided. In section 5, a theoretical comparison with similar
studies based on some criteria is provided. At the end, the
paper is concluded and future paths are suggested.

2. Related works
In this section, existing literature orientations to counter

attacks are described.

A. Cryptography-based mechanisms
In this category, different approaches are used to counter

attacks within WSNs such as [18] and [19]: data partition-
ing, cryptosystems, key management, authentication, trust
models. These approaches require the use of resources,
although rare in WSNs.

B. Detection and prevention solutions
Authors here develop solutions dealing with prevention

and detection of malicious infiltration. To achieve this
objective, they rely on artificial intelligence [20], [21] to
provide robust IDS [22]. In this category, authors need to

identify ways and means by which attackers infiltrate the
vulnerable nodes. For that, a concise dissection of attacks
is required.

C. Characterization of attacks
The design of security mechanisms as well as more se-

cure intrusion detection systems requires a good knowledge
of sensor networks as well as a perfect understanding of at-
tack scenarios, which is why several authors have worked in
this direction by proposing attack characterization models.

• In [14], authors exploit UML to describe eleven
attacks observed in four layers. This approach lacks
attack modeling on the application layer, no exter-
nally initiated attacks, nor clearly specified routing
protocol.

• In [16], authors state the concept of a multi-layer
attack and present two attacks in the form of sequence
diagram.

• In [17], strategies to launch smart jamming attacks
are presented. The authors design an UML sequence
diagram to represent the jamming attack initiated
from the inside only.

Table I summarizes a comparison of anti-malware pro-
posals with advantages and disadvantages.

3. Problem Statement
In this section, the problem is defined and the consider-

ation of new aspects is justified.

WSN are subject to various attacks that negatively affect
decision-making. For example, they provide false informa-
tion about events, they participate in disabling sensors, and
they impersonate activities. We believe that such effects are
the consequences of a concise exploitation by attackers of
features related to sensor and WSN. So the wise step should
be to study these features. The aforementioned works that
have looked at these features is not very specific in terms of
WSN layer coverage, attack typology and protocol typology.
There is a need to study a larger number of attacks on all
layers of the WSN while considering different aspects such
as the position of the attacker, the protocols, the types of
attacks, etc.

Existing solutions are partial due to the fact that authors
provide knowledge only on smaller number of attacks and
also because their focus neglect layers and aspects from
which attacks succeed. The following explains why in this
work, such aspects should be considered.

• Number of attacks: For sake of completeness, it is
important to study more attacks than what have been
studied in the aforementioned works. New attacks
emerge relying on the earlier ones whereas other
attacks are come with completely new strategies.
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TABLE I. Comparison of proposals for attack countermeasures in WSN.

Proposal categories Advantages Disadvantages

1. Cryptography-based
mechanisms [18], [19]

They are used to guarantee
Confidentiality, Integrity,
Availability (CIA) based on cryptography

Because of the high energy
consumption of the sensors,
these methods only apply to one
or two attacks.

2. Intrusion detection
approaches [20]–[22]

This second line of defense makes it
possible to prevent malicious infiltration
and uncover behavioral anomalies that
are usually the sign of compromising
nodes.

Authors require enough knowledge
about attacks to design detection rules.
Knowledge should be updated with the
evolving behavior and discovery of attacks.

3. Solutions oriented to the
characterization of attacks
[14], [16], [17]

This solution provides an understanding
of attack strategies to enable the design
of more secure countermeasures.

No characterization of the attack on
the application layer, no characterization
of the attack on the collection of
information, falsification of the nodes,
no characterization based on routing
protocol such as AODV.

• Components exploited: Depending on the attacks, one
should study which components (physical, logical
or human) are involved in the process represented
in the UML sequence diagram. It is helpful to un-
derstand stepwise process and elements in which to
infer protection. The previous studies suffer from this
situation.

• Type of attacks: There are active and passive attacks.
The first type is the only one considered in existing
works. However, there are sniffing attacks and other
attacks which run on the target to passively collect
information. Generally, passive attacks are exploited
by active attacks. It is so forth, important to also study
passive attacks.

• Protocol used: The investigation of protocols is useful
because different attacks spoof identity related mes-
sages exchanged to succeed. MAC and TCP are stud-
ied in the previous works. But we note that routing
protocols such as Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector
(AODV) are not considered in these studies.

• Position of the attacker: The requests that are emitted
by the attacker are different depending on whether
they come from inside or from outside. For instance,
the attack can be initiated by a node and an attack
can be initiated wirelessly by a human. Only attacks
launched from inside are stated by authors. Strategies
related to attacks from outside are also of importance.

• Layer concerned: Features from WSN layers are
exploited by attackers to succeed their activities.
An attack can be represented as the composition of
features from different layers. However, authors have
only looked at some layers. Considering the emerging
attacks, the unconsidered layers are exploited. More,
some attacks are cross-layer meaning that they exploit
all the layers to deploy their actions.

4. Characterization of attacks
A dataset of sixteen attacks is our focus. The selection is

based on research in literature. We have identified the most
popular attacks found in related researches. Moreover, the
selection has been made because and the ones on which

WSNs connects small devices, sensors, and a base
station. Sensors wirelessly communicate with protocols
described in IEEE 802.11 [23]. According to [24], there
are several types of WSN such as underwater, underground,
multimedia, mobile and terrestrial. This paper deals with the
latter.

In this section, the sequence of activities for sixteen
attacks are designed based on UML. The main WSN attacks
are grouped by layers. The objective in the layer is provided,
then the attacks falling in this layer are formalized as
previously stated. The sequence diagram is adapted by
specifying layers and components involved during sub-
sequences of the whole process. In each timely step, the
logical and physical components are emphasized.

A. Physical layer
This layer provides a transmission channel for binary

flows using frequency selection, carrier frequency genera-
tion, signal deviation, modulation and data ciphering [25].
The following attacks target this layer: Eavesdropping, node
tampering and basic jamming.

1) Eavesdropping
Eavesdropping is a fundamental precondition for many

other attacks. It is an attack in which the attacker intercepts
radio signals without destroying their integrity [25]. This
attack affects mainly confidentiality. This attack is shown
in Figure 3.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Monitors transmission
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Figure 3. UML sequence diagram for attack gathering information.

• The attacker stands outside to monitor commu-
nications (electromagnetic waves) within the
network. An antenna and a receiver are ex-
ploited.

2) Interception of messages
• The triggering of an event in the network

generates traffic.
• The attacker captures all packets exchanged

between nodes and saves the captured frames
to a file (e.g. .pcap).

3) Traffic analysis
• The attacker performs an analysis of the cap-

tured frame file using a network analyzer
(Wireshark).

4) Recovery of sensitive information
• Result of packet interception and traffic analy-

sis (ID, Frequency, Type of sensors, Topology,
Node location).

2) Node tampering attack
A WSN is generally deployed in hostile environmental

conditions and far away. In this context, the distributed

and unmonitored nature of the deployment of WSN makes
them vulnerable to physical attack. The attacker physically
destroys the node, impedes related circuits, educes crypto-
graphic resources and alters the sensors’s codes [26]. This
attack is designed in Figure 4.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Collect informations ()
• Function that allows collecting information on

the target (Frequency, key, ID...) by means of
the attack information gathering (eavesdrop-
ping and traffic analysis).

2) Initiation physical capture
• The attacker performs an extraction of the

network node by moving through the sensor
deployment environment.

3) Extraction of sensitive information
• Using a computer, the attacker accesses the

information contained in the given memory of
the node.

• The attacker tries to retrieve sensitive infor-
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Figure 4. UML sequence diagram for node tampering attack.

mation (ID, Cryptographic key, MAC address,
code executed by the Node).

4) Reprogramming the capture node
• The attacker also accesses the node’s flash

memory;
• Node source code modification or malicious

code injection.
5) Return of the node with the malicious code to the

network
6) Node reset

• The attacker executes the remote node reset
function (Bootloader) to be able to execute the
previously injected malicious code.

7) Malicous node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
8) Send(Hello, Key)

• Use the Neighbour Discovery protocol by send-

ing a Hello Include cryptographic keys mes-
sage to all these neighbours.

• Updating the malicious node’s neighbour table
9) Response(ACK)

• Response of nodes within range of the mali-
cious node;

• Updating the neighborhood table of the legiti-
mate node within reach of the malicious node.

3) Basic Jamming attack
Basic jamming attack makes use of electromagnetic

energy to intermeddle or disrupt exchanges between legit-
imate nodes [25]. Here, the attacker sends radio signals to
interrupt data communication [27]. Authors in [27] have
divided jamming attacks into four taxonomies: constant,
deceptive, random and reactive jamming. This attack is
designed in Figure 5.

The following explains each step of this attack.
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Figure 5. UML sequence diagram for basic jamming attack

1) Collect informations()
• Function that allows collecting information on

the target (Frequency, Key, ID) by means of
the attack information gathering (eavesdrop-
ping and traffic analysis).

2) Signal or random bit generation
• Using a generator or wireless device, the at-

tacker produces a signal or noise able to disrupt
the network once injected with a slightly higher
power.

3) Emission of the product signal
• Based on the recovered frequency, the attacker

transmits the resulting signal/noise using a
high-power transmitter, an antenna and one of
the jamming strategies.

4) Reject of the signal and return the node to standby
• After receiving the signal/noise from at least

one of the nodes, the node will simply reject the
signal and go into standby mode. It will wake
up from time to time to check if the signal is
still present in the network.

• If the attacker maintains good timing he will
be able to block the communication channels
of the target nodes and thus create a DoS.

B. Data link layer
In this layer, a reliable channel for communication is

provided to neighboring nodes. It also allows, most often,
to detect and possibly correct certain errors occurring in the
physical layer (when the electromagnetic signal degrades)
[23], [25]. Attacks on the WSN’s data link layer generally
consist of four types of attacks: collision, intelligent jam-
ming, traffic analysis and sleep privation.
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1) Collision
Any attempt of simultaneous transmission between two

nodes on the same frequency is called collision. The direct
consequence is packet corruption and disruptions in the
operation of the network. In a collision attack, an attacking
node does not rely on the access control protocol and
collides with with noisy packet [25]. This attack is designed
in Figure 6.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either
a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.

2) Malicious node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
3) Collision initiation
4) Send(RTS)

• Based on the MAC protocol, the source node
sends a “Request to Send” (RTS) packet to
check the availability of the channel of its
neighboring node and thus make the channel
reservation.

5) Send (CTS)
• After receiving the RTS, the target node sends

back a “Clear to Send” (CTS) packet just after
a short inter-frame space (SIFS) to acknowl-
edge readiness for request reception.

• The RTS and CTS packets specify how long the
channel is occupied so that neighboring nodes
can update their Network Allocation Vector
(NAV).

6) Collision
• The malicious node ignores the busy signal

of the destination node and sends a corrupted
packet creating a collision and consequently the
rejection/deformation of the data sent by the
source node.

2) Intelligent jamming attack
This attack transfers data packets under known protocol

rules, interfering with communications and consuming node
power. Only deceptive jammers, random jammers and re-
active jammers can launch the smart jamming attack when
they transmit regular packets to sensor nodes [13]. This
attack is formulated in Figure 7.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Collecte informations ()
• Function that allows collecting information on

the target (Frequency, key, ID...) by means of
the attack information gathering (eavesdrop-
ping and traffic analysis).

2) Signal or random bit generation
• Using a shape generator or wireless device,

the attacker produces a signal or noise able to
disrupt the network once injected into it with
a slightly higher power.

3) Send(RTS)
• Based on the MAC protocol, the source node

sends a RTS packet to check the availability of
the channel of its neighboring node and thus
make the channel reservation.

4) Emission of the product signal
• Based on the recovered frequency, the attacker

transmits the resulting signal/noise using a
high-power transmitter, an antenna and one of
the jamming strategies.

5) Send(CTS) of the victim node
6) Collision

• The purpose of this broadcast is to create a
collision on the victim’s CTS frame based on
SIFS.

3) Traffic analysis
Encrypted messages do not prevent any furtive analysis

of communication patterns of the WSN. Sensor communi-
cation activities can, by their nature, reveal enough infor-
mation to the adversary and facilitate damage in the sensor
network [17]. An example of this attack is shown in Figure
3.

4) Sleep privation attack
Here, the attacker simulates benign interaction with the

victim to maintain the victim’s node spoiling energy. For
instance, RTS and CTS messages are periodically sent to
the victim maintaining it to accept requests. As a result,
the victim’s lifespan is considerably reduced. This attack is
difficult to detect because it is only achieved via seemingly
innocent interactions [5]. This attack is designed in Figure
8.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either
a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.

2) Malicious node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
3) Initiation privation

• This operation initializes the privation.
4) Send(RTS)

• Malicious node forges RTS packets
• Continuous sending of RTS packets to neigh-

bouring nodes
5) Send (CTS)
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Figure 6. UML sequence diagram for basic jamming attack

• Neighbouring nodes will respond to fake RTS
packets by sending CTS and thus remain in
listening mode waiting for the data coming
from the malicious node

6) Send(Data)
• The malicious node will not deliver the data to

the neighbouring node.

C. Network layer
The network layer is used to manage routing processes

of data between nodes. The established route must optimize
the energy consumed by the sensors and the latency times
for data transport. This layer also defines the addressing
process [28]. Attacks on the WSN’s Network layer gener-
ally consist of six types of attacks: hello flooding, sinkhole,
blackhole, greyhole, wormhole and Sybil.

1) Hello Flooding
The management of most communication protocols re-

quires periodic exchange of hello packets. Indeed, acknowl-
edgement of such packets confirms that the sender lives
within its radio coverage area. An attacker therefore uses a
high-powered transmitter to mislead many nodes to trust it
[29]. In so doing, benign nodes will send their data to the
fake node. This attack is designed in Figure 9.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Collecte informations ()
• Function which allows collecting information

on the target (Frequency, Key, ID...) by means

of the attack information gathering (eavesdrop-
ping and traffic analysis).

2) Forging packets (Hello)
• The Hello packet includes: ID, Node location

3) Send (Hello)
• Using a high-powered transmitter, the attacker

sends Hello packets to the nodes
• Based on the neighbour discovery mechanism,

the works present in the attacker’s transmission
zone will be able to receive these packets

4) Updating of the neighbourhood table
• The nodes will update their neighborhood table

with a fake neighbour list

2) Sinkhole attack
A sinkhole attack aims at gathering information by

transferring all traffic to a fake node that the attacker has
put in an area. These attacks make a compromised node
attractive to bounding nodes to the routing algorithm [30].
There are two variants of this attack: black hole and grey
hole. An example of this attack is shown in Figure 10.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either
a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.
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Figure 7. UML sequence diagram for intelligent jamming attack

2) Malicious node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
3) Initiation sinkhole
4) Send(RREQ)

• The source node broadcasts the RREQ packet
to all nodes in the network.

• The RREQ contains: The source and destina-
tion address, A sequence number

5) Send (RREP)
• Upon receipt of RREQ by the destination node,

the latter sends back a Route Reply (RREP)
packet.

• The message RREP contains: the address of
all the Nodes making up the route, a sequence
number, and the total number of jumps once
the packet reaches the source node.

6) Modifcation of the RREP
• Once the malicious node is reached, the RREP

packet will be modified (number of high se-
quences, low number of jumps)

7) Send(RREP) modified

• The malicious node sends the modified RREP
to the source node.

8) Send(RREP)
• The legitimate node sends the RREP with the

real values contained in it.
9) Selecting of the RREP by comparing according to

the sequence number
• The source node receives the RREPs (modi-

fied and unmodified) and makes a comparison
by referring to the number sequence and the
number of jumps contained in these packets.

• Choose the recent RREP, i.e. the one with
the highest sequence number and the lowest
number of jumps.

• Rejection of all other RREPs
10) Send(Data)

• Sending data that will all be directed to the
malicious node

11) Malicious node attracts trafic

3) Blackhole attack
In the black hole attack, the malicious node absorbs all

packets without transferring them to their destination [25].
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Figure 8. UML sequence diagram for sleep privation attack

Figure 9. UML sequence diagram for hello flood attack
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Figure 10. UML Sequence Diagram for Sinkhole attack.

This attack is designed as in Figure 11.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either
a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.

2) Malicious node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
3) Sinkhole()

• This is an operation to attract traffic by sending
false routing information to neighboring nodes
by means of a sinkhole attack.

4) Initiation blackhole
5) Send(Data)

• Sending data that will all be directed to the
malicious node

6) Malicious node drop all traffic
• All the data that will pass through the malicious

node will be completely deleted.

4) Greyhole attack
Unlike blackhole attack, the grey hole shares certain

information. For instance, it relays all routing information
and blocks critical information. This type of attack is
therefore hard to identify, because the evil node does not
remove all received messages [19]. This attack is designed
as in Figure 12.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either

https:// journal.uob.edu.bh
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Figure 11. UML sequence diagram for blackhole attack

Figure 12. UML sequence diagram for greyhole attack.
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a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.

2) Malicious node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
3) Sinkhole()

• This is an operation to attract traffic by sending
false routing information to neighboring nodes
by means of a sinkhole attack.

4) Initiation greyhole
5) Send(Data)

• Sending data that will all be directed to the
malicious node

6) Malicious node drop all traffic
• All data that will pass through the malicious

node will be selectively transferred to the next
node or base station.

5) Wormhole attack
In this attack [29], a malicious node captures packets

from its juxtaposed nodes and forwards them to another
malicious node, which is a node to relay these packets. This
fact can deform the distances between nodes and mislead
discovering of neighbours. As a result, a sensor node
mistakenly selects a remote node as its closest neighbour
for next transmission. This results in a rapid depletion of
resources and a reduction of life of the network. This attack
is presented as in Figure 13.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either
a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.

2) Sinkhole()
• This is an operation to attract traffic by sending

false routing information to neighboring nodes
by means of a sinkhole attack.

3) Initiation wormhole
4) Wormhole link

• Auxiliary channel for long-distance, low-
latency (wireless) transmission of different net-
work communication channels

5) Send (Data) - Packet capture - Sending the captured
packets through the wormhole link
• The malicious node 1 captures the data from

one area and injects it into a remote area via
the Wormhole Link, making the nodes believe
located at the ends (next to the malicious
node 2) that they are neighbours. This attack
is exploited to support other attacks including
selective transmission.

6) Sybil attack
The sybil attack consists of a corrupt agent spoofing

identities of several nodes in the network [23]. These
identities concern:

• Invented, of non-existent nodes;

• Existing nodes, but distant from the corrupted node;

• Nodes that are destroyed and virtually replaced by
the corrupted node.

Thus, the attacking node relies on these usurped identi-
ties to be elected as cluster head and to create fake routing
paths [5]. This attack is formulated in Figure 14.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either
a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.

2) Malicious node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
3) Initiation Sybil

• The malicious node randomly generates IDs
based on the size (number of bits) of the IDs
of the legitimate nodes.

• The malicious node steals the IDs of the legiti-
mate nodes already in the network by perform-
ing ID replication.

4) Sybil node
• It is a malicious node that has several IDs

5) Send (Hello, ID 1)
• At each Send (Hello), the malicious node

will use an di[U+FB00]érent ID to update the
neighborhood table of neighboring nodes with
fake IDs..

D. Transport layer
The transport layer manages the sequencing, the reor-

ganization of the packets and flow control by specifying a
reliable transport of the packets. Two examples of possible
mechanisms in this layer are Transmission Control Proto-
col (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). [31]. The
attacks in this layer consist of two types of attacks: flooding
and desynchronization.

1) Flooding
Deny of Service (DoS) is one of the flooding attacks.

An attacker sends many unnecessary packets to a legiti-
mate node to prevent it from communicating normally and
degrading the life of the network. For example, in a TCP
SYN flooding attack, the attacker floods request packets for
connection establishment to the victim. After reception, the
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Figure 13. UML sequence diagram of wormhole attack.

Figure 14. UML sequence diagram for Sybil attack.
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victim replies to the requester’s acknowledgement packets
and waits for the connection. Additionally, the victim re-
serves storage space for transmission control. In this attack,
normal operations are evacuated and resources are spoiled
[25]. This attack is designed in Figure 15.

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either
a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.

2) Malicious node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
3) Initiation flooding
4) Send(SYN)

• The Malicious Node sends a SYN packet to the
Victim Node to initiate the connection.

5) Send(SYN, ACK)
• The victim node responds to the malicious

node with a SYN + ACK packet.
• The victim node reserves memory space for

a future connection between itself and the
malicious node.

6) Not Send(ACK)
• The malicious node does not send an ACK

packet to confirm the connection.
• This operation will be repeated until the mem-

ory space is exhausted to prevent connections
between legitimate nodes

2) Desynchronization
This type of attack disrupts the current connection.

The attacker maliciously forces the final host to start re-
transmitting lost frames. This is done by repeatedly trans-
mitting false messages comprising sequence numbers and
control flags to the victims. If timing is correct, the attacker
may hinder or degrade the ability of the final host(s) to
effectively exchange or share data. This situation disrupts
available connection [32]. This attack is designed in Figure
16.

The following explains each step of the attack.

1) Compromise Node()
• A function that allows a node to be com-

promised and taken over by means of either
a tampering attack on the node or a code
injection attack.

2) Malicious node
• Node diverted from its main objective by an

attacker
3) Initiation Desynchronisation
4) Sending fake packets

• The attacker forges fake packets using: a se-
quence number, control flag.

• The attacker repeatedly sends these fake pack-
ets to the victims.

5) Request for retransmission
• After the reception of the fake packet by the

Victim Nodes, a retransmission of the missing
frames is requested by the victim node creating
the exhaustion of energy.

E. Application layer
This layer aims at abstracting the main functions of the

detection. This is done by leveraging software and hardware
transparent to the final user. The application layer has
multiple processes operating at the same time and manages
user requests [33]. Attacks targeting this layer consist of
code injection.

1) Code injection attack
The attacker embeds a worm into a node to disaggregate

or take complete control of the node, which may reduce
network capacity and perform its intended functions [25].
Authors in [34] have shown that it is possible to inject a
worm which propagates via the wireless sensor network and
possibly creates a sensor botnet. This attack is formulated
in Figure 17

The following explains each step of this attack.

1) Collect informations ()
• This operation collects information on the tar-

get (Frequency, Key, ID...) by means of the at-
tack information gathering (eavesdropping and
traffic analysis).

2) Location of the node
• Use location elements (Type of sensors, OS)

3) Vulnerability Scan
• Based on the permanent addresses of the node,

the attacker performs a scan to highlight soft-
ware vulnerabilities (OS, more precisely the
flood protocol)

4) Presence of vulnerabilities: returns yes or no.
5) Extraction of the OUI

• The attacker relies on the MAC address of a
node to find out about hardware vulnerabilities

From this characterization, another type of attack as
presented by [16] emerges. It is an attack that uses the
information of one layer to produce an attack on another
layer, or to launch an attack on several layers in cooperation.
This type of attack is due to the limitations of some
countermeasures such as encryption [35]. This type of
attack can be grouped into two categories: inter-layer attacks
and attacks of connivance.

1) Attacks made of other layers
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Figure 15. UML sequence diagram of flooding attack.

Figure 16. UML sequence diagram for the desynchronization attack.
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Figure 17. UML sequence diagram for the code injection attack.

Figure 18 describes the number of layers that an
attack uses to achieve its goal. This study highlights
the layer most commonly used in attacks within
wireless sensor networks. For attacks initiated from
inside, the compromise of the node can be physical
(node tampering) or applicative (code injection).
• Attack related to gathering of information

They combine two types of attacks, each taking
place on a specific layer: eavesdropping (physical
layer) and traffic analysis (layer data link). All active
attacks rely on data from the gathering information
attacks (eavesdropping, traffic analysis): frequency,
type of sensors, location, type of OS. These attacks
certainly create the notion of inter-layer attacks.
• Hole attacks

These attacks have one thing in common which is
the malicious node (physical or logical compromise)
that attracts traffic by announcing false routing infor-
mation. This false routing information is the product
of a particular attack: the Sinkhole. This attack
occurs on the network layer and exploits information
from the “Information Gathering attack” and a node
compromised to be initiated from inside. Thus, the
sinkhole attack uses the combination of physical
layer, link layer, physical or application layer and

network layer.
2) Attacks of connivance

Another form of inter-layer attack is the connivance
attack, which allows two or more attacks to be related. The
two objectives are as follows:

• To escape from certain countermeasures. For exam-
ple, a Sybil attack is in connivance with the flooding
attack. This relation allows escaping ID authentica-
tion of node.

• To be more productive. Several attacks can be
launched in connivance to be more productive. For
instance: sinkhole and blackhole attacks; sinkhole
and greyhole attack; sinkhole and wormhole attack;
wormhole and blackhole attack; wormhole and grey-
hole attack.

F. Categorization of attacks
From the study based on the characterization of attacks,

attacks can be grouped based on similarities and discrepan-
cies.

1) Similarities
Tables II and III presents a categorization of attacks

based on some similarity criteria [36]. They include fifteen
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Figure 18. The different layers used in each attack.

lines and fifteen columns each representing an attack. The
intersection of a row and column represents the similarity
between these two attacks. We consider the row that rep-
resents “the information gathering” attack and the column
that represents the “falsification of the node” attack. Their
intersection is ”theft of information” which represents their
point of similarity.

2) Divergences
Concerning divergences, attacks can be summarized in

several aspects.

(node) injects a specific type of packet into the network.
Depending on these attacks, there are the following types
of packets (i) Basic interference: noise (ii) Intelligent Jam-
ming: noise (iii) Collision: Data (iv) Hello Flood: Hello
(v) Flood: SYN (vi) Desynchronization: Packet (vii) Sleep
deprivation: RTS.

• Packet removal mode

This divergence is specific to the hole attacks (black hole 
and gray hole). The purpose of black hole is to completely 
remove packets whereas gray hole performs a selective 
packet removal.

attacks considering all layers of the WSN protocol stack.
We investigated and provided UML-based knowledge on the
attackers’ strategies and the different interactions between
malicious entities and legitimate nodes. Furthermore, we
classified the attacks according to their similarities and
dissimilarities. This work is presented as a clear view and
in-depth insight into countermeasures to be designed for
WSN. In future works, we will be focusing on extending the
number of attacks to be studied by considering the creation
of scenarios based on collaboration diagrams to better
represent the relationships that exist between attacks and
subsequently a logical representation based on ontological
intelligence that can be exploited by a system to enable
detection of these attacks. The aim of this work was to
refine the characterization of attacks in WSN on the basis
of relevant aspects. This objective was achieved on sixteen
attacks considering all layers of the WSN protocol stack.
We investigated and provided UML-based knowledge on the

https:// journal.uob.edu.bh

TABLE IV. Comparison with related studies

Subjects covered [14] [17] [16] This work

Number of attacks 11 Jamming
(04 strategies) 2 16

Multi-layer
appearance
between attacks

No No Yes Yes

Types of attacks Active Active Active Passive and
Active

Protocol used MAC, TCP MAC, TCP,
AODV

Position of the
attacker Internal only Internal and

External
physical and
data link

All the five
layersLayer concerned

Components involved

MAC, TCP

Internal only

physical, data link,
network and transport

No No

MAC, TCP

Internal only

physical, data link,
network and transport

No Yes

• Type of injected packets

Depending on the nature of the attack, the malicious entity

to be studied by considering the creation of scenarios 
based on collaboration diagrams to better represent the 

• Layers

The protocol stack of WSN includes five layers. Each layer
is subject to a particular attack to be initiated.
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TABLE II. Attacks by similarities

Attacks Information
gathering

Node
tampering

Basic
jamming Collision Intelligent

jamming
Hello
flooding Flooding

1.Information
gathering - Stealing

information

Using
collected
information

Using
collected
information

using
collected
information

Using
collected
information

Using
collected
information

2.Node
tampering layer - layer Malicious

node
Malicious
node

3. Basic
jamming layer layer

4. Collision layer noise
injection

layer, goal
attack

5. Intelligent
jamming layer noise

injection

6. Hello flooding fake packet
injection

7. Flooding fake packet
injection

8. Desynchroni-
zation

fake packet
injection

fake packet
injection

9. Sinkhole layer

10. Code injection firmware
modification

11. Blackhole packet loss packet loss layer

12. Greyhole packet loss packet loss layer

13. Wormhole layer

14. Sybil layer

15. Sleep privation layer

attackers’ strategies and the different ineractions between
malicious entities and legitimate nodes. Furthermore, we
classified t he a ttacks a ccording t o t heir s imilarities and 
dissimilarities. This work is presented as a clear view and 
in-depth insight into countermeasures to be designed for 
WSN. In future works, we will be focusing on extending the 
number of attacks to be studied by considering the creation 
of scenarios based on collaboration diagrams to better 
represent the relationships that exist between attacks and 
subsequently a logical representation based on ontological 
intelligence that can be exploited by a system to enable 
detection of these attacks.

https:// journal.uob.edu.bh

• Type of attacks

There are two broad categories of attacks: passive attacks
and active attacks. According to Mohammadi et al. [37],
passive attacks concern privacy (listening to, collecting and
pilfering information by capturing data exchanges or by
observing packets exchanged within a WSN); active attacks
operate actions such as inserting faulty data, pretending,
altering resource and data flows, making holes in security
protocols, destroying network nodes, sensors, performance
degradation, disruption of functionality and network over-
load. Thus, active attacks include the following: basic
jamming, node tampering, collision, smart jamming, sleep
deprivation, sybil, black hole, gray hole, sinkhole attack,
Hello flood, wormhole, flood, desynchronization, and code
injection.

5. Comparison with similar works

Table IV presents some criteria for evaluating similar
research against our approach. Seven criteria are used. 

 The first c o ncerns t h e n u mber o f a t tacks m o delled. 
The second represents the number of layers used in a 
final attack. The third criterion represents the type of 
attack modelled. The fourth criterion indicates the protocol 
types of the data link, routing and transport layers used 
during the attacks. The fifth c r iterion i n dicates t h e p o sition 
o f the attacker (Malicious entity) when the attack is
initiated. The sixth criteria represents the layers affected b y
t h e attacks. The seventh criteria specifies w h ether a u thors
investigates physical and logical components involved
during the attack process.

We note that research on attack characterization is based 
only on attacks initiated from the inside and on a few layers 
of the WSN. The authors propose a characterization of 
attacks at the level of WSN considering that the malicious 
entity is already present within the Network. This means 
that they do not consider fundamental attacks such as 
information gathering, node forgery or code injection. To 

make attacks more productive, authors in [16] present cross-
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TABLE III. Attacks by similarities (continued)

Attacks Desynchroni-
zation Sinkhole Code

injection Blackhole Greyhole Wormhole Sybil Sleep
privation

1.Information
gathering

Used the infor-
mation collected

Using
collected
information

Using
collected
information

Using
collected
information

using
collected
information

Using
collected
information

Using
collected
information

Using
collected
information

2.Node
tampering

Malicious
node

Malicious
node

firmware
modification

Malicious
node

Malicious
node

Malicious
node

Malicious
node

Malicious
node

3. Basic
jamming

4. Collision layer, energy
consumption

5. Intelligent
jamming layer

6.Hello flooding layer layer layer layer layer layer fake packet
injection

7.Flooding fake packet
injection

8.Desynchroni-
zation

fake packet
injection

9.Sinkhole Malicious
node

Malicious
node

Malicious
node

routing
change

10.Code injection

11.Blackhole layer

12.Greyhole Drop packet layer

13. Wormhole layer

14. Sybil layer layer layer layer

15. Sleep privation
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 that this research is com-plementary to the others 
and fundamental for the compre-hension and 
characterization of attacks in WSN. It is more fine-
grained since it adds many other aspects such as 
the components being required, for putting in place 
detection mechanisms. However, for the sake of 
completeness, this dissection should be exhaustive since 
new attacks appear gradually. Additionally, this work 
does not elucidate the logic of processes behind attacks. 
It means that, as it is, one cannot directly exploit this 
result into a detection system.

layer and conspiracy attacks. Unlike, our proposal provides 
formalizes sixteen attacks (two passive and fourteen active 
attacks) which use all the layers of the protocol stack (phys-
ical, data link, routing, transport and application) including 
the study of some protocols such as: MAC protocol, TCP 
and routing protocol AODV during attack scenarios. Cases  
of attacks initiated from inside and outside are modelled 
as well as attacks fundamental to other attacks 
(information gathering and node compromise: node 
tampering and code injection) to insert a malicious node 
into the WSN are presented. From the above, it is obvious 

6. Conclusion and future works

The aim of this work was to refine the characterization
of attacks in WSN on the basis of relevant aspects. This 
objective was achieved on sixteen attacks considering all 
layers of the WSN protocol stack. We investigated and 
provided UML-based knowledge on the attackers’ strategies 
and the different interactions between malicious entities 
and legitimate nodes. Furthermore, we classified the attacks 
according to their similarities and dissimilarities. This work 
is presented as a clear view and in-depth insight into 

countermeasures to be designed for WSN. In future works, 
we will be focusing on extending the number of attacks
to be studied by considering the creation of scenarios 
based on collaboration diagrams to better represent the 
the relationships that exist between attacks and 
subsequently a logical representation based on ontological 
intelligence that can be exploited by a system to enable 
detection of these attacks.
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